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Bruce Butler argues that the UAW-GM Department failed to represent him in 

good faith in connection with his application for a $65,000 cash payment under the 
terms of a 2011 Memorandum of Understanding establishing a Special Attrition 
Program for eligible skilled trades employees.  

 
FACTS 

 
Bruce Butler worked at General Motors Warren Transmission Plant in a 

bargaining unit represented by UAW Local Union 909.  He had 37 years of seniority at 
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the plant.  He had been classified as a journeyman electrician for 26 years.1  During 
negotiation of the 2011 National Agreement, GM and the UAW discussed implementing 
a Special Attrition Program (SAP) to create vacancies and placement opportunities for 
skilled trades employees either working in production or on layoff.  The terms of the 
SAP are described in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) dated September 13, 
2011.2  The MOU provides for a cash payment of $65,000 to skilled trades employees 
who are eligible to retire and who agree to do so within the effective dates of the 
program.  The MOU describes the effective dates of the program as follows: 

  
“The effective dates of this Special Attrition Program will start no sooner 
than November 1, 2011, with the last retirements, effective April 1, 2012, 
or separations being effective March 31, 2012, depending on the location 
and other terms of this Agreement.  The effective dates for each 
employee, or any extensions, will be determined by GM.”3 

On August 6, 2011, Butler was arrested and incarcerated.  In his appeal to the 
International Executive Board (IEB), Butler reported that while he was in jail awaiting 
trial, his local representatives informed him about the SAP and assisted him in obtaining 
a personal leave of absence to protect his seniority.  Butler wrote that his 90-day leave 
of absence plus his remaining bank of vacation hours allowed him to continue his active 
employment at the Warren Plant until the first day of the SAP program’s availability, 
which was November 1, 2011.  Butler described these events in his appeal as follows: 

 
“Through my wife and local union members, I was in communication with 
local union representatives who informed me about the SAP 
memorandum and assisted me in getting management authorization for a 
90-day personal leave of absence.  The leave of absence, along with my 
remaining bank of vacation hours, enabled me to maintain my seniority 
until November 1st, the first day of eligibility for the SAP cash payment. 

I made application for the SAP by signing the required Form A and Form 
B, on October 22, 2011.  The paperwork for my retirement was processed 
in the meantime and on November 1, 2011, I was retired. (Doc. 6 & 7)”4 

The option which Butler elected on October 22, 2011, states as follows: 
 

“Retire no later than April 1, 2012 (effective date set by Management) 
under the Normal or Voluntary provisions of the 2011 GM-UAW Hourly-
Rate Employees Pension Plan and 2009 GM-UAW Addendum.  I 

                                      
1
 Record, p. 45. 

2
 Record, pp. 263-268. 

3
 Record, p. 264. 

4
 Record, p. 47. 
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understand that under this option I will receive a $65,000 cash payment 
(less applicable taxes, court order deductions and/or wage and/or benefit 
plan overpayments).”5 

Butler reported he learned in March 2012 that management had denied him the SAP 
cash payment.  He explained: 
 

“The first group of skilled trades approved for the SAP learned of that 
approval sometime in mid-January 2012.  My name was not among them, 
nor was my name included in subsequent announcements of other skilled 
trades employees who were approved later.  It was only four months after 
my retirement, in March 2012, that I learned by word of mouth that I was 
denied the SAP payment.  I was the only one out of 29 skilled trades who 
retired from Powertrain Warren during the SAP eligibility period to not be 
paid the $65,000.  The reason I was given was that I didn’t wait to get the 
authorization from management.”6 

On April 2, 2012, Bruce Butler’s wife, Karen Butler, wrote to the Local 909 
Chairperson, Donald Sharp, asking why her husband had been denied the SAP cash 
payment.  Her letter to Chairperson Sharp asks: 

 
“Why was he denied given that he retired within the retirement period of 
November 1, 2011 – April 1, 2012, and met all of the eligibility 
requirements? 

Bruce was on an approved informal leave of absence.  In accordance with 
Question #9 of the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), regarding the 
SAP, he did not have to return to active work status to qualify.”7 

Chairperson Sharp responded to Karen Butler’s inquiry as follows: 
 

“SAP applicants were required to obtain pre-approval by the corporation 
prior to leaving the corporation.  Anyone separating prior to acquiring such 
approval forfeited their eligibility for SAP benefits.  Bruce Butler retired 
effective November 1, 2011, prior to obtaining an approved date of release 
and therefore is not eligible for SAP benefits.”8 

When Chairperson Sharp refused to pursue the issue further, Karen Butler sought the 
assistance of Frank Hammer, a retired International Representative and personal friend 

                                      
5
 Record, p. 72. 

6
 Record, pp. 47-48. 

7
 Record, p. 16. 

8
 Record, p. 18. 
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of Bruce Butler.  Hammer wrote to Chairperson Sharp on June 27, 2012.9  He 
acknowledged Sharp’s explanation that Bruce Butler was denied the SAP because he 
had not obtained pre-approval of his retirement from management, but he asked why 
Butler was not pre-approved when he met all of the requirements.  Hammer requested 
Sharp to file a grievance for Bruce Butler to enforce the terms of the collective 
bargaining agreement.  Hammer’s letter to Sharp states:  
 

“You have it in your authority to file a policy grievance charging 
management with a violation of Paragraph (5) and (5a) and following 
through with the steps outlined therein to rectify what happened.  Your 
grievance should demand that all trades workers – including Brother 
Butler – who were adversely impacted by management’s failure to live up 
to the terms of the SAP be made whole.  If local management doesn’t 
have the authority – or otherwise won’t agree – to settle the grievance, 
please process the case to the UAW’s GM department for ‘appropriate 
action.”10 

Hammer sent a copy of this letter to the UAW-GM Department.  On July 26, 2012, 
UAW-GM Skilled Trades Coordinator Larry Erickson wrote to Chairperson Sharp about 
the issue of Butler’s entitlement to the cash payment under the SAP.  Erickson’s letter 
states: 
 

“The UAW-General Motors Department has received the correspondence 
addressed to you concerning former member Bruce Butler. 

The Special Attrition Program negotiated in 2011 has a few open issues 
remaining. The aforementioned member’s payments are among them.  As 
he is addressed, we will forward the outcome to you. 

In addition, feel free to share this communication with the concerned 
member and the former member’s family.”11 

Hammer wrote to Coordinator Erickson on August 23, 2012, acknowledging this 
response.12 
 

Hammer and Erickson continued to communicate about the issue.  On December 
10, 2012, Erickson sent the following update in an email to Hammer: 

 

                                      
9
 Record, pp. 22-25. 

10
 Record, p. 24. 

11
 Record, p. 26. 

12
 Record, p. 29. 
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“…The corporation is playing hardball with the five folks that left prior to 
approval.  We are working our process as best we can at this point. 
Please let him know we have not given up, just been delayed.  As this 
progresses, we will get in touch with you or the local. …”13 

Hammer followed up with an email to Erickson on July 26, 2013, asking if there had 
been any progress on Butler’s case.14  Erickson responded on July 29, 2013 as follows: 
 

“I have been temp. assigned since the spring working on other issues.  I 
have had conversation with Bruce’s svc rep and he is tracking some info 
down.  GM is still unwilling to relent at this time.  It’s not over yet.”15 

The Administrator of the SAP program for GM was Dave Kady.  Kady was also 
the management co-chair of the UAW-GM Skilled Trades and Apprentice Committee, a 
jointly administered program under the UAW-GM National Agreement.  On July 23, 
2014, Administrator Kady responded to an inquiry from UAW-GM Skilled Trades 
Coordinator Bill King about Butler’s case.  Bill King replaced Coordinator Larry Erickson 
when he retired.16  Administrator Kady wrote to Coordinator King: 

 
“Bill, we tracked Mr. Butler.  He retired before the close of the application 
period on 11/1/11.  The first approved SAP’s were not granted until 
1/19/12.  We jointly coded him as not eligible.”17 

On October 2, 2014, Coordinator King wrote to Bruce Butler in care of Frank Hammer 
explaining the basis for the UAW-GM Department’s conclusion that he did not qualify for 
the cash payment under the SAP.  King wrote: 
 

“You retired effective November 1, 2011.  You filed Form A and B applying 
for the option to receive the $65,000 cash payment.  Form B in part reads, 
‘The final approval of my participation and the effective date of my 
separation will be solely determined by management.’  The company has 
taken the position that by you retiring on November 1, 2011, you 
separated with General Motors prior to being approved for the SAP.  This 
is a consistent position that the company has held throughout this SAP. 

I have investigated your challenge and have met with the company 
representatives demanding they grant your request.  General Motors has 

                                      
13

 Record, p. 30. 

14
 Record, p. 31. 

15
 Record, p. 32. 

16
 Record, p. 98. 

17
 Record, p. 36. 
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denied your request citing the fact that your application does not meet the 
requirements set forth in the Conditions of Participation.”18 

Coordinator King informed Butler that the UAW-GM Department considered the matter 
closed and would not pursue it any further.   
 

On November 4, 2014, Frank Hammer filed an appeal to the IEB on Bruce 
Butler’s behalf protesting the decision of the UAW-GM Department to accept 
management’s rejection of his application for the SAP bonus.  Karen Butler resubmitted 
a signed copy of Bruce Butler’s appeal to the IEB on January 16, 2015 in response to a 
request from UAW International Administrative Assistant James Gallagher.19 

 
In support of his appeal, Butler described a conversation Frank Hammer had with 

Chairperson Sharp regarding the company’s position on his eligibility for the SAP 
payment.  Butler reported that Chairperson Sharp provided the following information to 
Hammer:  

 
“He thought some skilled trades employees did retire with the SAP 
payment in hand – perhaps in December, even though management 
delayed the announcement of the approvals until mid-January.  [If his 
recollection is affirmed, then this would establish that other skilled trades 
were allowed to retire and received the SAP cash payment, in advance of 
being approved]. 

The decision to not approve payment of the SAP bonus to me was not 
made at the plant; it was made at the corporate level, ‘downtown.’  He 
stated, ‘The reason [why I didn’t get it] is not from here locally.’  He further 
explained that, despite his efforts to get the decision overturned, ‘there 
was no support from downtown’ to get my retirement passed.  In his 
words, (paraphrasing, according to Brother Hammer):   

‘…as far as my directive is, it’s not going to get put through from my folks 
downtown so I guess you gotta do what you gotta do at that point call 
somebody downtown and see if you can get a different answer.  I didn’t 
get one from downtown.’  

He told Brother Hammer he was not going to write a grievance.”20 

Butler wrote that after the matter was referred to the International Union, 
Coordinator Larry Erickson agreed to “take another stab at it.”21  Butler stated that 

                                      
18

 Record, p. 39. 

19
 Record, pp. 43-61. 

20
 Record, p. 49. 

21
 Record, p. 50. 
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despite repeated inquiries from Frank Hammer, the International Union did not provide 
any justification for the decision to deny the cash payment to him until October 2, 2014, 
when Coordinator King wrote his letter explaining the Department’s position.22 

 
Butler argued that the decision by the UAW-GM Department Skilled Trades 

Department not to file a grievance for him lacked a rational basis and amounted to a 
failure to represent him.23  Butler pointed out that the pre-approval requirement referred 
to by management was designed to identify jobs that needed to be backfilled.  He 
argued that the process did not apply to his position because he had transferred from 
his assignment as an electrician in March 2009 to take an assignment with the Local 
Apprentice Committee.  Butler wrote: 

 
“Not needing to backfill either one of my positions, management did not 
need to go through the process of (1) identifying a replacement and (2) 
getting that replacement to accept either position.  Therefore, the reasons 
to withhold approval for the SAP payment prior to my retirement on Nov. 
1st did not exist.  There was no rational reason to withhold it.  Yet, 
Erickson and King went along with management’s decision to deny me 
what I had coming under the SAP on the grounds that I wasn’t ‘pre-
approved.’  That was Erickson’s position from the very beginning, and was 
King’s position at the very end: on what rational basis?”24 

Butler pointed out that King’s assertion about a consistent policy was 
contradicted by statements made by Chairperson Sharp that some members were 
allowed to retire with the SAP.  Butler reported that Erickson also acknowledged that 
some members were allowed to take the payment prior to January 1, 2012.  Butler 
wrote: 

 
“I do not have access to the data for how each of the 1,300 retirements 
was processed, but there are indications that the processing was not 
consistent, contrary to King’s claims.  It’s what you would expect, given 
that there were two sets of qualitatively different applicants.  In response 
to a query from Brother Hammer in July 2012, Don Sharp stated that he 
knew ‘someone’ at GM Powertrain ‘went before February,’ and ‘I think we 
had some go in December.’  Larry Erickson, who had oversight over all 
the GM locations, in his Feb 12, 2014, phone call stated that ‘the program 
didn’t start until Jan 1st, but ‘some did go before,’ and ‘locals let ‘em go.’’’25 

                                      
22

 Record, pp. 50-52. 

23
 Record, p. 53. 

24
 Record, p. 54. 

25
 Record, pp. 54-55. 
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Butler argued that Coordinator Larry Erickson influenced the decision to deny 
him the bonus out of personal hostility.  He pointed out that, despite assurances about 
his efforts, Erickson had done nothing to pursue his right to the payment during the two 
years that the matter was in his hands.  Butler wrote: 

 
“Despite assurances that he was fighting on my behalf, that he was 
‘tracking down’ information, that the Shop Chairman had belatedly filed a 
grievance, no grievance materialized, and nothing ever happened.  After 
two years of this, he said he referred my case to Servicing Rep Rick 
O’Donnell (who had been the Servicing Rep for GM Powertrain.)  This was 
flatly contradicted by O’Donnell, who stated to Brother Hammer that he 
never received it.  Brother Hammer tried calling Erickson, but he had 
vanished into retirement, leaving him in limbo about the fate of my case.”26 

Butler reported that other union members confirmed his sense that Erickson was 
motivated by animosity.  He reported: 
 

“There’s reason to believe that Erickson’s conduct was the consequence 
of personal animosity toward me. Local Union Benefit Rep Deborah 
Hamilton shared this view.  She explained in April 2012 (according to 
Brother Hammer) that Larry Erickson ‘had an attitude problem.  He’s 
definitely cocky.’  She said I told her that somebody down there does not 
like me, and that Erickson, don’t like [Bruce], he would do anything to stop 
this.’  She identified Larry Erickson to Brother Hammer as ‘the one that 
don’t like Bruce.’”27 

According to Butler, Representative Hamilton believed that Erickson’s processing of his 
application was influenced by reports in the news media regarding his arrest.28  Butler 
added that Erickson had always resented him because he did not like being corrected 
by a black man, even when he was trying to help.  Butler stated he thought it was likely 
that Coordinator King was influenced by Erickson’s animosity.  In any event, the record 
demonstrated that both King and Erickson accepted management’s rejection of his 
claim without protest.29  Butler asked the IEB to direct the UAW-GM Department to 
reopen the issue of his entitlement to the cash payment and file a grievance and take 
any other action necessary to enforce his rightful claim.30 
 

On February 18, 2015, in response to an inquiry from the International Union, 
Coordinator Bill King submitted a memorandum describing his handling of Bruce 

                                      
26

 Record, p. 59. 

27
 Record, p. 59. 

28
 Record, p. 60. 

29
 Record, pp. 60-61. 

30
 Record, p. 61. 
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Butler’s claim for the $65,000 cash payment under the SAP.  King reported that 
Coordinator Erickson had attempted to negotiate the SAP payment for Butler and 
several other members whose applications had been denied.  King stated that Program 
Administrator Kady told him the company was firm in its position not to pay members 
who retired prior to approval and that approximately six members were denied the SAP 
bonus on this basis.  

 
According to King, Kady explained that the company needed to control the 

number and timing of those electing to retire in order to backfill vacancies in accordance 
with the terms of the Special Attrition Program Administrative Guidelines.  King pointed 
out that the Conditions of Participation Release Form that Bruce Butler signed 
acknowledged that the final approval of his participation and the effective date of his 
separation would be determined solely by management.  King reported that he 
concluded the company had not violated the terms of the SAP.  He found no evidence 
that the company treated Butler differently than other employees.  King further reported 
that he never sensed any animosity toward Butler in his discussions with Coordinator 
Erickson.31  

 
Acting on behalf of International President Dennis Williams, Gary Bryner and 

John Rucker conducted a hearing on Butler’s appeal on May 29, 2015.  Based on the 
hearing officers’ initial report on the matter, President Williams concluded that 
Coordinator King’s interpretation of the Memorandum of Understanding regarding the 
SAP Program was obviously correct within the meaning of Article 33, §2(b) of the 
Constitution, so that no purpose would be served by any further appeals.32  Frank 
Hammer appealed President Williams’s ruling to the Public Review Board (PRB) on July 
14, 2015.33  Following our initial review of the matter, we concluded that Butler’s appeal 
should not have been rejected pursuant to Article 33, §2(b), because the interpretation 
of the MOU did not address Butler’s specific argument that the pre-approval rule was 
not being rigidly enforced.  Butler had cited several examples of people who were 
permitted to retire with the cash payment before the conclusion of the application period 
established by management.  On August 24, 2015, therefore, we remanded Butler’s 
appeal to the IEB for further consideration.34 

 
On October 8, 2015, Coordinator Bill King sent a memorandum to President 

Williams’s Administrative Assistant James Gallagher responding to Butler’s claim that 

                                      
31

 Record, pp. 98-100. 

32
 Article 33, §2(b) of the UAW International Constitution provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 

“For an interpretation of a collective bargaining agreement by a National Department or 
Regional Director, where the interpretation is so obviously correct that no purpose will be 
served by an appeal, and where it is consistent with other provisions of this Constitution 
and International Union policy, the appeal shall be directly to the International President.  
There shall be no further appeal from that decision.” 

33
 Record, p. 114. 

34
 Record, pp. 125-126. 
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the company allowed some employees to retire with the cash bonus prior to January 19 
2012.  King reported that no retirements with the SAP bonus were approved at the 
Warren Transmission Plant until January 19, 2012, but that there were exceptions at 
other locations.  King described a process for obtaining approval of a retirement under 
the SAP with the cash bonus in special cases, before the close of the application period 
established by management.  His memorandum states: 

 
“…When the local parties requested of the company special privilege to 
approve an applicant they would forward the reason for this request to the 
company representative.  The company would ensure that a backfill was 
available and the request would not violate any other applicant.  The 
company would review the request with the International Union 
Representative, Larry Erickson, Coordinator UAW-GM Department, prior 
to granting approval.  While not all requests were granted, thirty-six 
members were given approval by the company to retire during the months 
of November, December 2011, and January 2012.”35 

King observed that no one requested an exception for Bruce Butler that would have 
allowed him to retire on November 1, 2011, with the cash bonus.  He reported that the 
earliest contact the union received about his eligibility was Karen Butler’s inquiry in April 
2012.36 
 

King provided a list of employees showing how their applications for the cash 
payment were treated.37  King explained that two members were approved to retire on 
November 1, 2011, because they were terminally ill.  Three other members were 
granted approval to retire on December 1, 2011, as a result of a request made by the 
local parties for special circumstances.  A special request was made to allow thirty-one 
members to retire on January 1, 2012.38  King provided a list of these members.39 
Beyond these exceptions, King asserted that the company followed a rigid process of 
awarding the SAP payment only to those applicants who were approved to retire on the 
date that they separated from employment.  King wrote: 

 
“There were 1,453 members that applied for the 2011 SAP.  Of those, 
1,410 were approved to retire on February 1, 2012, or later.  Seven 
applicants, including Brother Butler, retired prior to approval from the 
company and were denied the SAP payment.”40 

                                      
35

 Record, p. 127. 

36
 Record, p. 127. 

37
 Record, pp. 130-132. 

38
 Record, p. 128. 

39
 Record, p. 132. 

40
 Record, p. 128. 
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King concluded: 
 

“The center point of the 2011 SAP MOU is that in order to receive the 
$65k award payment the member must meet the eligibility requirements of 
the program and be approved by management to separate on their 
retirement date.  While Brother Butler was eligible to participate in the 
Agreement, he failed to receive approval by the company to retire on 
November 1, 2011.  There is no evidence that the company applied the 
rules of the Agreement inconsistently to Brother Butler.”41 

Based on Coordinator King’s report, hearing officers Bryner and Rucker 
concluded that Butler’s claim of disparate treatment had not been established.  The 
hearing officers determined that Butler did not meet the eligibility requirements to 
receive the cash payment of $65,000.42  The IEB adopted the hearing officers’ report as 
its decision.  President Williams provided Bruce Butler with a copy of the IEB’s decision 
in care of Frank Hammer on November 10, 2015.43  Hammer filed an appeal to the PRB 
on Bruce Butler’s behalf.  We heard the parties in oral argument on August 27, 2016.  

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. Frank Hammer on behalf of Bruce Butler: 

When Coordinator Bill King denied Butler’s request for a grievance on October 2, 
2014, he stated that the company consistently enforced the rule that members who 
separated from employment prior to being approved for the SAP were ineligible for the 
cash payment.  In taking this position, the UAW-GM Department relied on Administrator 
Dave Kady’s statement that no retirements under the SAP were approved prior to 
January 19, 2012.  The record we have now demonstrates that this is untrue.  Between 
November 1, 2011 and April 1, 2012, 1,446 members retired under the 2011 MOU 
regarding the SAP for eligible skilled trades employees.  The data supplied by the UAW-
GM Department confirms that a total of 36 skilled trades members were approved to 
retire and collect the SAP bonus during the three months prior to January 19, 2012.  
This total includes two retirements approved for November 1, 2011 – the date that 
Butler applied for. The rule requiring pre-approval was not being rigidly enforced.  
Although the majority of the skilled trades members were able to wait until after the first 
pre-approvals were granted on January 19, 2012, thirty-six were permitted to retire 
earlier and still collect the SAP bonus.  

 
The terms of the 2011 MOU are inherently contradictory.  The plan describes an 

application period running from October 14, 2011 to January 19, 2012, concurrent with 
an eligibility period which ran from November 1, 2011 through April 1, 2012.  

                                      
41

 Record, p. 129. 

42
 Record, p. 167. 

43
 Record, p. 133. 
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Administrative difficulties delayed approval of all applications for retirement with the 
bonus until January 19, 2012.  The problem for Bruce Butler was that if he had to wait 
until January 19, 2012 to be approved he could not elect to retire on November 1, 2011, 
as he was entitled to do.  While the majority of the skilled trades members were able to 
wait until after February 1, 2012 to retire, some members, including Bruce Butler, 
needed to retire earlier than that.  In order to deal with this contradiction, the parties 
developed ad hoc accommodations to deal with specific situations.  There were no 
published rules governing the accommodations, however.  There is nothing in the MOU 
itself about special requests for retirements prior to January 19, 2012.  When the 
approval date was moved to January, the parties should have established a procedure 
for employees on various kinds of leave who needed to retire during the eligibility period 
but prior to the approval date.  They should have established set criteria that applied 
equally to all applicants.  None of that was done.  Nothing was communicated to eligible 
skilled trade members about the possibility of making special requests. 

 
The contradiction built into the plan allowed the program’s administrators to apply 

its provisions selectively.  When I received the official record from the International 
Union in connection with Butler’s appeal, I saw for the first time the memorandum from 
Bill King to James Gallagher dated October 8, 2015.  Attached to King’s three-page 
memorandum was the data I had been seeking since the beginning of this process, 
including the names and dates of GM skilled trades retirements approved during the 
months of November and December 2011, and January 2012, along with a list of 26 
Warren Transmission skilled trades employees who were approved for the SAP, and 
the one who wasn’t – Bruce Butler.  

 
UAW-GM Department Coordinators Dave Kady and Larry Erickson were being 

duplicitous when they claimed that no one was approved for the SAP before January 
19, 2012.  They made this statement even though both of them participated in granting 
special requests from local parties for exemption from the rule.  In his initial report to the 
International Union in response to Butler’s appeal, Coordinator King concealed all of the 
36 skilled trades workers who were approved by Kady and Erickson prior to January 19, 
2012.  In that response, Coordinator King only reported on the six applications that were 
denied.  Neither Erickson nor King ever revealed the existence of any special procedure 
for obtaining approval of retirements prior to January 19, 2012.  Erickson also 
concealed this procedure from me during our telephone conversations.  He stated that 
some retirements were “let go” by the local parties.  This was just Erickson’s way of 
deflecting attention from his role in the process.  Dave Kady’s letter to Coordinator King 
confirmed Erickson’s role in rejecting Butler’s application for retirement on November 1, 
2011.  Kady reported that the decision to code Butler as ineligible was a joint decision.  

 
The lines between management and the union were blurred in the administration 

of the SAP program.  Coordinator King’s letter to James Gallagher dated October 8, 
2015, established that there were more than just some members who were approved to 
receive the cash payment prior to January 19, 2012; there were 36 members.  The 
documentation shows that all 36 were approved by the central office.  One, David York 
at Bowling Green who retired December 1, 2011, was approved by “DK”—presumably 
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Dave Kady, the management coordinator of the MOU.  Coordinator King’s 
documentation also shows that the dispensations of at least five of the retirement 
applications were confirmed not just by Kady but by Erickson himself.  Not only were all 
of the approvals done in his and Kady’s office, but Erickson was in on the decision.  
King’s data shows that two applicants were approved to retire effective November 1, 
2011.  Michael Rys was approved by the central office.  The explanation given is: 
“Advance approval by central office special circumstance. Terminally ill, requested from 
local parties.  Confirmed by Kady and Erickson.”44   Kenneth Seedott was approved by 
the central office per a request from the plant.  The rejection of Butler’s application for 
the same date is unique among the seven which were rejected in that it contains the 
following notation: “No special request was made by either the local parties or the 
member.  Confirmed by Kady and Erickson.”45  This information confirms Butler’s 
argument that Erickson was an integral part of the decision to deny his application.  The 
local shop chairman said as much when I spoke to him in 2012.  Dave Kady’s email to 
Bill King explicitly reminded King that he and Erickson jointly coded Butler as ineligible.  
Bill King’s response to Gallagher refutes the misrepresentation that management was 
solely responsible for the decision to disqualify Butler.  President Williams’s response to 
Butler’s appeal continues to obfuscate this point.  

 
All of the data that Bill King presented to the International Union in his October 8 

2015 memorandum was available to him when he wrote his initial response to President 
Williams’s inquiry about Bruce Butler’s appeal on February 18, 2015.  Yet, he said not 
one word in the earlier memorandum about special requests or approvals prior to 
January 19, 2012, although he claimed to have “searched the files.”  His only specific 
reference to skilled trades members who retired before January 19 were the ones who 
were denied.  There was no mention of the 36 members who were approved.  In his 
second memorandum to Williams, King revealed for the first time that there was a 
practice in place whereby the company “would review with the International Union 
Representative Larry Erickson, Coordinator UAW-GM Department” requests by the 
local parties “for special privilege prior to granting approval.”46  This information only 
came out after Butler’s insistence and the PRB’s demand for a documented record. 

 
Rather than address these troubling circumstances, President Williams’s 

response to Butler’s appeal to the PRB adopted a new, factually unsupported and 
convoluted argument that Butler did not qualify for the cash payment because he did not 
require a replacement.  This argument is contradicted by the language of the 
Memorandum, which plainly considers skilled trades workers who do not require a 
replacement as eligible.  Administrative Guidelines for the SAP found in Attachment B to 
the MOU state that not all vacated skilled trades positions will be replaced.  The SAP 
MOU did not disqualify an applicant on the grounds that his or her job was not going to 
be backfilled, as the President’s response to the PRB suggested.  The material now in 
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the record regarding the people who were approved for retirement prior to January 19 
identifies only three of the early retirees as having backfill available.  There is nothing in 
the record about replacements for the other 33 applicants who were approved to retire 
early.  The fact that the Memorandum ultimately generated 1,446 skilled trades 
retirements nationwide – nearly 150 more than the slots GM wanted to backfill – reveals 
that there were many job assignments that GM had no intention of backfilling.  

 
There is nothing in the record to support President Williams’s assertion that 

Erickson and King made several unsuccessful efforts to get the company to change its 
position on Butler’s entitlement to the cash payment.  There are no records of any 
meetings between the UAW-GM Department representatives and Dave Kady, as there 
would be if such a meeting had taken place.  In fact, there is no document that spells 
out the positions of the parties on the issue.  The reason why there was no record made 
of the parties’ positions was because there was no substantive disagreement between 
the parties.  President Williams wrote that the evidence did not support a conclusion 
that the union did not try hard enough to procure the cash payment for Bruce Butler.  
That is true.  What the evidence demonstrates is actually more egregious.  The two 
skilled trades coordinators were active obstacles to Butler obtaining his benefit and 
were complicit in its denial.  During the processing of this appeal, they sought to cover 
up their participation in the decision to exclude Butler from a benefit he ought to have 
received. 

 
Coordinator Bill King misrepresented the interactions between the UAW-GM 

Department and Butler’s representatives.  King reported in his first memorandum that 
Larry Erickson met with me and Karen Butler at the Local 909 Union Hall.  He later had 
to admit that no such meeting took place.  Then he replaced this story with another 
fictitious account claiming that Erickson spoke with Karen Butler on the telephone, but 
that is clearly untrue.  President Williams’s letter refers to Bruce Butler’s wife, Karen 
Butler, as having worked with Larry Erickson and Bill King prior to the withdrawal of his 
case.  This is misleading.  Larry Erickson never met with me or Karen Butler.  Karen 
Butler made several attempts to speak with Erickson without success, as she reported 
to James Gallagher in her letter of January 16, 2015.  She wrote: 

 
“I had tried on countless occasions to speak with Mr. Erickson prior to his 
retirement from the UAW.  His assistant always told me that he was in a 
meeting, on a telephone call, out of town or on vacation.  Not once was I 
given the courtesy of a return call.”47 

Erickson did not work with me either.  Instead he directed me to speak to another UAW-
GM International Representative who had nothing to do with the case. 
 

Larry Erickson’s decision to code Butler ineligible for the SAP bonus was 
arbitrary and discriminatory arising from racially based animosity, reinforced by Butler’s 
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arrest on a charge of murder in August 2011, which was widely reported in the media.  
President Williams continues to deny Erickson’s animosity towards Butler based entirely 
on Bill King’s statement that he never sensed any animosity.  King never investigated 
Butler’s charge of animus.  No one questioned Erickson about his interactions with 
Butler, which would have been the union’s minimum obligation.  No one interviewed the 
local union benefits representative Deborah Hamilton, herself an African-American, who 
observed Erickson’s racially biased attitude.  Erickson’s resentment of Butler dated back 
to the UAW-GM Department’s decision to appoint Butler to the Department’s planned 
maintenance program.  Butler told me that he believed Erickson wanted this assignment 
to go to “one of his soldiers.”  Frictions cropped up between the two when Butler was 
working out of the GM Tech Center where Erickson was the local union chairperson.  
Butler reported that Erickson’s animosity had a racial element in that he resented being 
instructed by a black man.  At the very least, the union had an obligation to investigate 
these claims.  

 
Faced with this record of unprofessional and deceptive conduct, the International 

Union resorted to discrediting Butler personally by referring to his arrest on August 6, 
2011.  Bruce Butler was wrongly convicted of a crime he did not commit.  The matter of 
Butler’s arrest and its aftermath is now on appeal to the Michigan Supreme Court.  If 
this information were relevant to the issues raised by this appeal, it ought to have been 
included in the IEB’s response.  The Local 909 Benefits Representative Deborah 
Hamilton informed me that she suspected Butler’s arrest at the gates of the Warren 
Transmission Plant had something to do with the rejection of his application for the SAP 
bonus.48  Now that President Williams has raised the issue of Butler’s arrest, it is only 
fair to consider whether this also contributed to Erickson’s motivation for coding Butler 
ineligible for the cash payment.  

 
The International Union is now making the case that Butler was denied the SAP 

bonus because he failed to make a special request for approval prior to his retirement.  
According to this new theory, if only I, or Butler, or his wife, or the local union, or anyone 
else, had made a request, Butler would have been afforded the special privilege granted 
to others.  This theory was never raised during our efforts on Butler’s behalf.  Local 909 
Chairperson Don Sharp never indicated that Butler’s cash payment was denied 
because he failed to file a special request.  Nor did Erickson make any such claim 
during the two-year period that he was allegedly trying to get Administrator Kady to 
approve Butler’s application.  This theory was introduced for the first time in response to 
the PRB’s remand of Butler’s appeal.  

 

                                      
48

 Butler’s appeal to the IEB reports Hamilton’s remark as follows: 

“She surmised that the denial of my SAP payment was linked to reports in the media 
regarding my arrest, which took place at the entrance of the GM Powertrain plant.  
Reports of my arrest, and my indictment on charges of ‘pre-meditated murder,’ were all 
over the media:  Referring to Erickson, she speculated that, ‘They probably knew who 
they picked, when he saw on the TV – make sure he doesn’t get shit.” (Record, p. 60) 
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In fact, the record shows that Butler did make a request for special consideration.  
President Williams’s letter to the PRB states that Butler “tacked together” vacation and 
leave time so that he could retire on November 1, 2011.  Butler was in no position to 
tack together anything following his arrest.  He was being held in the county jail.  It 
would be more accurate to say that his local union representatives and representatives 
of management were cooperating to ensure that Butler’s contractual rights to vacation 
time off and informal leaves of absence were honored.  The former president of Local 
Union 909, Arnold “Butch” Barber, described the efforts of both parties to ensure that 
Butler was eligible to receive the SAP bonus.  I included documentation of this request 
in my initial appeal.  That appeal included Butler’s signed application and notes from my 
telephone conversations with local management and union representatives who were 
making a concerted effort to get Butler approved.  My appeal included a letter from 
former Local 909 President Barber verifying that Powertrain Warren management was 
also urging the National Parties to approve Butler’s SAP application.  President Barber 
wrote: 

 
“…To the best of my recollection, Mr. Harrison was the management 
person responsible for the SAP Program.  He and I talked about Bruce 
Butler’s situation as far as him being incarcerated, and what needed to be 
done in order for him to get the retirement package offered by GM at that 
time.  He stated that Mr. Butler had to retire between November 1, 2011, 
and April 1, 2012, to be eligible for the retirement package.  During our 
conversation, he also stated that Bruce is a ‘good guy’ and he would help 
to make sure that all of his paperwork would get processed.  The first step 
was to get a leave of absence form, then he and the benefit representative 
could proceed in doing what was needed to get all that’s due to him.”49 

In the conclusion to his statement on behalf of the International Union, President 
Williams wrote that the SAP was not negotiated for employees in Butler’s position.  We 
do not understand Williams’s reference to Butler’s position.  As the record shows, the 
company and the UAW waived requirements of the MOU to accommodate skilled trades 
applicants who were terminally ill.  They also waived the January 19 application date 
based on a request from various plants, for what may not have been pressing issues at 
all.  Did Williams mean to refer to Butler’s incarceration when he spoke of employees in 
his position?  If so, his conclusion has no basis in the contract.  Butler has been a union 
member for 37 years and a member of skilled trades as an electrician for 30 years.  
Butler was exactly the type of employee the MOU was intended to cover.  

 
Both Erickson and King feigned efforts to get GM to pay Butler the SAP bonus 

while they failed to pursue the available contractual avenues to enforce his legitimate 
claim.  Coordinator King wrongfully withdrew Butler’s complaint based on the fictitious 
claim that management was within its rights and had uniformly disqualified all applicants 
who retired before the January 19, 2012, date.  Butler now requests the PRB to direct 
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the UAW-GM Department to reverse its decision declaring Butler ineligible for the SAP 
bonus and return to GM with a demand that Butler be paid the bonus to which he is 
entitled.  In the event the company is not in agreement, the UAW-GM Department 
should exhaust all avenues in the National Agreement to enforce Butler’s contractual 
rights. 

 
B. Stephen A. Yokich on behalf of the International Union, UAW: 

During negotiation of the MOU governing administration of the SAP in 2011, the 
parties developed special procedures to ensure that the company’s operations would 
not be adversely affected by the retirement of skilled trades employees.  One of these 
procedures was the requirement that bonus payments under the plan must receive 
approval from management prior to the employee’s retirement.  The company was 
given the final say in approving bonus payments in order to ensure that an active skilled 
trades employee would be available to fill the slot vacated by the skilled trades retiree.  
The MOU gave the company sole authority to review and approve applications for the 
bonus provided by the program.  The MOU also provided that the effective dates for 
separation will be determined by GM.  Form A of the Special Attrition Program states 
that management sets the date of an applicant’s retirement.  The introductory paragraph 
to Form B of the Special Attrition Program states:  “…The final approval of my 
participation and the effective date of my separation will be solely determined by 
Management.”50  There is no dispute that Bruce Butler retired before he was approved 
for the SAP bonus.  His application for the bonus was denied, therefore, based on a 
strict application of the terms of the MOU.  

 
Although these provisions were put in place to ensure that skilled trades 

employees would be available to fill slots vacated by retirees, the backfill issue did not 
affect Butler’s application in any way.  The concern about backfill was the reason for the 
pre-approval requirement, but Butler was not denied the bonus because of concerns 
about backfill.  He was denied the bonus because the date of his separation from 
employment had not been approved by GM central office prior to his retirement.  The 
company permitted exceptions to the pre-retirement approval requirement for certain 
employees, but the local parties had to initiate the exception process by bringing 
individual circumstances to the attention of the company.  No requests for special 
consideration were received from the local leadership at the Warren Transmission plant.  
The data reflects activity at other plants that was not happening at Warren 
Transmission.  

 
In March 2012, after Butler learned that he had been denied the bonus, Karen 

Butler took the matter up with the International Union, and a request was made for 
Butler at that time.  The union argued that Butler had filed the proper application and 
that it was impossible for him to wait for approval from the Company prior to his 
retirement.  But that request was not submitted until April 2012 after the conclusion of 
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the eligibility period established by the MOU.  The company denied this request.  The 
company maintained that they were consistent in their application of the Memorandum 
of Understanding establishing the SAP.  The Company argued that if they approved 
Butler, they would have to approve the other five employees from Warren Transmission 
who retired prior to receiving approval and were denied the bonus on that basis. 

 
The UAW-GM Department pressed Butler’s case with the company through 

September of 2014, but when those efforts failed, there was no further remedy available 
to the Department under the MOU.  The unequivocal language of the MOU supported 
management’s position, and there was no contractual theory the union could present to 
support Butler’s claim.  The decision to deny the bonus was within the company’s 
discretion.  The Department could not file a grievance directly at odds with the 
provisions of the memorandum.  An attempt to arbitrate the issue based on some kind 
of equitable claim would be an uphill battle.  On October 2, 2014, therefore, Coordinator 
King sent the letter to Butler explaining the reason why he was denied the bonus.  

 
Butler has asserted that the decision to deny him the bonus was influenced by 

Coordinator Larry Erickson.  He maintains that Erickson had a history of animosity 
towards him that was at least partially motivated by racial considerations.  The 
International Union could have addressed unfair or racially motivated applications of the 
program. The Memorandum provides that any issues arising during the implementation 
of the program will be promptly addressed by the National Parties.  There was no 
evidence that racial animus played any role in the selection process, however.  
Although there were bad feelings between Butler and Erickson, they were not racially 
motivated.  The rule applied to Butler was applied uniformly to all applicants.  In any 
event, Erickson’s participation in the approval process was limited to acknowledging 
management’s determination that Butler was ineligible.  The decision whether to grant 
the bonus was not a joint decision.  The determination of eligibility was solely within 
management’s discretion.  

 
Coordinator King was not aware of the extent of the special exceptions granted 

to employees to retire prior to January 19, 2012, when he initially responded to Butler’s 
appeal in February 2015.  After the PRB remanded Butler’s appeal to the IEB for further 
investigation, King reviewed the records for all of the retirees under the MOU.  King 
summarized the information from those records about the special exceptions granted for 
employees who retired on November 1, 2011, and December 1, 2011.  These 
exceptions were granted based on requests from the local unions involved.  There were 
many channels of activity regarding these applications but they were all initiated at the 
local union level prior to January 2012.  No one said anything about Butler during the 
application period, so he was passed over. The International Union did not get involved 
in the process until two or three months after the application period concluded. 

 
Administration of the MOU turned out to be more difficult than anticipated.  There 

were several plants involved and various local unions with different approaches to the 
retirement application process.  Some local union administrations were more active on 
behalf of those employees whose circumstances compelled them to retire before the 
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conclusion of the application period.  The parties involved approached the application 
process in different ways.  There was no specific design to exclude Butler. 

 
C. Rebuttal by Frank Hammer on behalf of Bruce Butler: 

We are not asserting that the granting of one or two exceptions made the union’s 
failure to pursue Butler’s claim irrational, but there ought to be a remedy in the UAW 
appellate procedure for arbitrary decisions and bad faith.  The union claimed there was 
no remedy available to them by the time Butler asserted his claim.  We were working on 
this throughout the application period.  The exceptions that were granted prior to the 
conclusion of the approval period were kept secret from Butler and the people working 
on his behalf.  We expected the International Union to work with us in support of its 
member.  We did not anticipate the resistance we were going to encounter from the 
UAW-GM Department. 

 
The union failed in its duty to represent Butler in connection with his application 

for the SAP bonus.  Larry Erickson knew about Butler’s situation during the application 
period, even if Administrator Kady did not.  Erickson could have made the request for 
Butler.  He could have alerted Chairperson Sharp about the need for such a request.  
There was a deliberate strategy to keep Butler in the dark about the procedures he 
could have followed.  

 
There is corroboration in the record for Butler’s claim that Erickson’s resentment 

was racially motivated.  I refer the PRB to Representative Deborah Hamilton’s 
comments found on page 60 of the record.  But there is also the stark disparity between 
what Erickson said he was doing, and what he actually was doing.  

 
DISCUSSION 

 
We commend Frank Hammer’s diligence in the pursuit of Bruce Butler’s rights 

under the Memorandum of Understanding governing applications for the bonus 
provided to GM’s skilled trades employees in 2011.  We can appreciate his frustration at 
the responses he received from the union about these efforts.  When we first received 
the record in this appeal, Erickson’s claim to have been working on Butler’s behalf 
seemed inherently contradictory.  Administrator Kady’s response to Coordinator King 
suggested that Erickson participated in the decision to code Butler as ineligible for the 
bonus.51  Yet, Erickson’s communications with Hammer in 2012 created the impression 
that he or someone from the UAW-GM Department was involved in ongoing 
negotiations with GM over Butler’s right to the bonus.  In December 2012, Erickson sent 
an email to Hammer reporting that management was “playing hardball” with the five 
skilled trades employees who retired on November 1, 2011, as if Butler’s right to the 
bonus was still being negotiated.52  As late as July 29, 2013, Erickson assured Karen 
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Butler that servicing representatives were following through on the application.  That 
statement appears to have been untrue.53 

 
Furthermore, Butler produced sufficient evidence of animus on the part of 

Coordinator Erickson to require some further scrutiny.  We were particularly concerned 
with Butler’s claim that resentments based on race may have motivated the decision not 
to grant a special exception in his case.  Even if race were not a factor, however, the 
union has a duty to its members to ensure that rules are applied fairly.  If Butler were 
denied a valuable benefit simply because Larry Erickson did not like him, some remedy 
might need to be found to address the injustice. 

 
The IEB’s decision in response to Butler’s appeal did not adequately address 

Butler’s complaints about Larry Erickson’s bias.  The IEB’s decision held that Butler was 
denied the benefit based on a strict application of the MOU because he failed to receive 
approval by GM’s central office to retire on November 1, 2011.  The IEB’s decision 
asserted that there was no evidence that GM applied the rules of the agreement 
inconsistently.54  But there was evidence in the record of an inconsistent application of 
the program.  By the time Coordinator King wrote to Hammer about Butler’s case on 
October 2, 2014, a substantial number of exceptions to the pre-approval requirement 
had been granted.  Frank Hammer and Bruce Butler had been made aware that some 
people were allowed to retire with the bonus prior to January 19, 2012.  In his response 
to our remand of Butler’s appeal, Coordinator King acknowledged that a process 
developed for obtaining approval of the bonus in special cases, but he asserted that no 
one had requested such an exception for Bruce Butler. 

 
During oral argument, Counselor Yokich clarified the timing of the approvals 

required by the MOU and the lines of authority created by that program.  Although the 
UAW-GM Skilled Trades Coordinator assisted GM management with the placement of 
skilled trades employees in the slots vacated by those who retired under the program, 
the SAP was not a jointly administered program.  The decision whether to pay the 
bonus was entirely discretionary with management.  Coordinator Larry Erickson had no 
authority in the SAP bonus approval process. 

 
When the Special Attrition Program was first presented in October 2011, GM 

established an application period for processing requests to retire with the SAP bonus.  
At the conclusion of the application period, management planned to review all of the 
applications in order to determine the operational impact of the proposed retirements.55  
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 The FAQ’s distributed in connection with the SAP describes the approval process as follows: 

“Q53:  What criterion is being used to determine who can/can’t retire under the SAP? 
A53:  Immediately following the close of all SAP application/revocation periods (i.e. 
December 5

th
), Central Office will review submissions to determine operational impact 

based upon the number, location and classifications of all SAP applicants.  If 
Management determines that a backfill is needed to replace a SAP applicant, an 
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The parties originally anticipated that management’s review of the applications would 
commence sometime after December 5, 2011.56  For administrative reasons, it was 
necessary to extend the application period to January 19, 2012.  During this period, 
management was concerned about controlling the number of retirements and ensuring 
the availability of backfill.  As a result of this concern, GM’s central office resisted any 
deviation from a strict enforcement of the rule that all applications for the bonus needed 
to be reviewed and approved before the employee retired.  Of the eight people who 
retired on November 1, 2011, only the two terminally ill employees, Michael Rys and 
Kenneth Seedott, were approved to receive the bonus.  It appears from Coordinator 
King’s communication to Administrative Assistant Gallagher that GM’s central office 
became less rigid in its application of the pre-approval rule toward the end of the 
application period.  The parties gradually developed a method for reviewing special 
requests that allowed thirty-six skilled trades members to retire prior to January 19, 
2012.  

 
The record does not reveal when the two terminally ill employees received their 

advance approval or who requested it.  The MOU does not describe any procedure for 
making such requests.  The MOU suggests that retirements under the program will 
begin no sooner than November 1, 2011, but the effective date for each employee must 
be determined by GM.  The statement in Form B that a retiree’s date of separation will 
be determined by management apparently alerted representatives for Michael Rys and 
Kenneth Seedott to their need to approach management and request the final approval 
required by Form B in order to enable their members to retire with the bonus on 
November 1, 2011.  No similar request was made for Bruce Butler or for other 
employees retiring from the Warren transmission plant.  

 
The information provided to local unions and skilled trades members about the 

SAP does not clearly explain the application process or explicitly spell out the need to 
make special requests.  President Arnold Barber’s letter suggests that he believed the 
benefits representative would follow through to obtain the bonus for Butler once his 
leave was extended up to the eligibility period defined by the SAP Memorandum.  
However, the efforts of Butler’s local union representatives to extend his seniority to 
November 1, 2011, so that he could retire on that date were insufficient to qualify him 
for the $65,000 payment.  

 
In order for Butler to receive the benefit, someone from his local union would 

have had to get management’s approval of the payment prior to the effective date of his 
retirement on November 1, 2011.  Other local chairpersons did seek and obtain such 
approval and Local 909 Chairperson Sharp perhaps could have done more in this 
regard, but at the time he was evidently focused on the importance of extending Butler’s 
available leave to secure his retirement status as of November 1.  Moreover, a number 
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of local chairpersons apparently made the same mistake of not seeking and obtaining 
special approval for SAP bonuses.  Butler was one of several applicants from a number 
of local unions other than Local Union 909 who were denied the bonus for failure to 
secure pre-retirement approval from the company.  

 
There is no question that these documents are confusing and that the procedure 

for obtaining approval of a retirement prior to the close of the application period was not 
adequately spelled out.  While the lack of an articulated process and established criteria 
for granting special requests on behalf of individual employees was unfortunate, it does 
not provide the basis for any remedy.  That is because the SAP program under 
consideration here was not a regular collective bargaining agreement.  It was a special 
agreement designed to address a specific problem caused by economic conditions.  
The industry was still badly shaken in 2011.  The parties’ primary focus was on saving 
the industry.  The grant of this bonus to retiring skilled trades employees in order to 
provide opportunities for younger skilled trades union members was a benefit to the 
union, not a basis for negotiating conditions.  As a result of these unusual 
circumstances, the union agreed to grant the company a very heavy hand in the 
decision making process.  Absent a clear showing of racial bias or some other form of 
prohibited discrimination, the MOU does not provide the union with any contractual tools 
to challenge management’s decisions.  

 
The MOU described a finite, special purpose program that concluded on April 1, 

2012.  The program was not subject to the kind of collective bargaining procedures 
described in Paragraph (5a) of the UAW-GM National Agreement.  The program 
provided a benefit for the union and its members, but the award of those benefits was 
strictly within management’s discretion.  The exceptions ultimately granted to particular 
individuals did not create any contractual obligations on the company’s part to apply this 
same consideration retroactively to employees who retired prior to obtaining the 
necessary approval to receive the bonus.  By the time Frank Hammer capably began to 
pursue this matter on behalf of the Butlers, the bonus program was over.  It was too late 
to obtain approval of the bonus for Butler because he had already retired and the 
window for obtaining approval closed on April 1, 2012.  The reason Butler had to retire 
prior to obtaining approval of his separation from the plant was irrelevant to his 
contractual rights under the Memorandum.  

 
The record does not reveal a pattern of racial discrimination in the administration 

of the SAP bonus program that would give the Union a basis to challenge 
management’s decision on Butler’s application.  Furthermore, there is no evidence that 
any bad faith that might have existed on Larry Erickson’s part directly affected 
management’s decision to deny Butler’s application.  At the same time, Erickson’s glib 
assurances that he was actively pursuing the bonus on Butler’s behalf were misleading.  
Furthermore, the UAW-GM Department’s failure to provide honest and complete 
responses to Karen Butler’s and Frank Hammer’s inquiries about the process created 
an appearance of bias and engendered distrust in the union’s good faith.  The 
International Union’s references to Butler’s incarceration in its response to his appeal to 
the PRB exacerbated this impression by suggesting that circumstance somehow 
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influenced the decision on his application.  Regardless of the story behind his recent 
incarceration, Butler was entitled to consideration and respect from his representatives 
commensurate with his 37 years as a UAW member.  

 
We regret that we cannot provide any remedy for the monetary loss Butler and 

his family incurred as a result of his need to retire prior to obtaining approval of his 
retirement date so that he could receive the SAP bonus.  The rules of the MOU were 
being strictly applied to the first retirees and the decision to deny him the bonus was 
made pursuant to those rules, even if some local unions initiated requests for special 
exceptions at a time when Local 909 and other locals did not. According to the 
International Union’s responses to our inquiries about Butler’s appeal, the UAW-GM 
Department made a final request to management to approve the bonus for Bruce Butler 
as late as September 2014.57  By that time, however, all they could do was ask.  When 
management denied the request, there was no contractual remedy available to 
challenge that decision. 

 
The appeal is denied.   
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